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The principles inherent in Helen Mirra’s practice are antithetical to many  
commonly held notions regarding artistic expertise and, by extension, free-
dom. Mirra, who creates work in fabric, drawing, sound, film, photography, and 
text, consistently describes herself as a “careful amateur.” This tendency to 
embrace newness, learning, and relearning mirrors the Buddhist notion of  
the beginner’s mind. Beginner's mind is described by Soto Zen teacher Suzuki 
Roshi as being “just present to explore and observe and see a ‘thing as-it-is.’”1 
As Herman Melville described his protagonist Billy Budd, “he could not read, 
but he could sing.”2 Mirra’s work is distinctly minimal, but in her practice, the 
elimination of choices is engaged as a means of achieving greater freedom. 
Her works feature a consistent palette of green, blue, grey, and brown, and 
indeed all her clothing is within this range. Through limitation or reduction, 
subtle, minute, and sublime elements become more readily apparent. 
 Mirra draws on a broad array of scientific, historical, and aesthetic 
references which, as she says, are embedded in her decision-making and 
compressed into the things she makes. Pragmatism and Buddhism are dual 
influences in her MATRIX work for their concepts of cultivated conscious-
ness. The title 65 instants refers to the second-century Buddhist philosopher 
Nagarjuna’s idea regarding the time between when initial perception occurs 
and intellect or judgment ensues. Sixty-five instants are said to occur within a 
moment, the length of time of a finger snap; these instants have been variously 
described as too short to comprehend and registerable if one is sufficiently 
attentive. Mirra’s use of sixty-five instants in this work is “crucially, not mysti-
cal or scientific, but a means of thinking about time and space.”3 As Buddhist 
teacher Seung Sahn wrote in The Compass of Zen: 

This world is impermanent. Everything is always changing, changing, changing, 
moving, moving, moving, nonstop. Even one second of our lives seems full of so 
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much movement and change in this world that we see. But your mind—right now—is 
like a lens whose shutter speed is one divided by infinite time. We call that moment-
mind. If you attain that mind, then this whole world's movement stops. From moment 
to moment you can see this world completely stop.4 

 For the project, Mirra made sixty-five works in her studio, each over the 
course of a day. Each is constructed from a recycled shipping pallet plank, 
hand-sawed to match the length from the elbow to the fingertip of one of the 
artist’s arms and the width of her other hand. The planks are then diligently 
hand-sanded and monochromatically painted, the holes and cracks filled with 
wood putty, and the work given protective coatings of tung oil. The shipping 
pallets Mirra used for 65 instants come from the Richmond Pallet Company, 
which repairs and resells pallets. While businesses such as this can be found 
in every major city, in fact 80 percent of pallets are deposited into landfills 
after a single use. Mirra chooses to use the reclaimed, mostly oak pallets less 
to engage with the idea of the found object or the dialogue about high and low 
in art than out of efficiency and environmental sensitivity, which recalls the 
Zen Buddhist axiom to “leave no trace.” 
 That the individual pallet pieces have a history is revealed by their  
markings, but it is impossible to determine where they have been and for  
what they were used. Painting the planks with milk paint, a matte furniture 
paint common in the nineteenth century—a time of massive deforestation  
as well as immigration—reflects Mirra’s interest in such historical links as well 
as in how time is marked physically. Though each of the sixty-five instants is 
monochromatically painted, the colors vary from instant to instant, as Mirra 
mixed paint from dry pigment each day, one color for the plank and another for 
the putty. From pine needle green to bark grey, the painting process is one of 
reimbuing the planks with their original “tree-ness.”5 The experience of viewing 
them is not unlike staring at a hillside covered with the same type of tree and 
finding a multitude of different colors. 

 Mirra uses the same parameters for each work—her choices significantly 
reductivist—but, although ostensibly alike, the sixty-five instants are unique 
by default. Perhaps it is here that perfection is found in imperfection, a notion 
that calls to mind the Japanese Zen Buddhist wabi aesthetic. Wabi is, literally, 
“poverty.” The wabi aesthetic locates profundity in the mundane and recognizes 
the beauty of rusticity; it is the beauty of things imperfect, impermanent, and 
incomplete, modest and humble. Mirra’s handmade objects, stripped bare and 
culled from workaday realities, craft a humble flatness and horizontality.6 Her 
process involves precise, repetitive actions that mirror meditation and honor 
labor. The daily process for each work is a meditation comparable to kinhin,  
or walking meditation, directed toward making space and prolonging instants. 
The Pragmatist philosopher John Dewey argues that aesthetic experience  
is rooted in life’s commonplace activities and experiences. Reflecting both 
Pragmatism and the Zen Buddhist teachings of D. T. Suzuki, artist and musi-
cian John Cage wrote in his 1961 book Silence, “We are involved in a life that 
passes understanding and our highest business is our daily life.”7 
 Mirra also shares with Cage an interest in duration, the everyday, and 
chance operation. Indeterminacy ... Ninety Stories by John Cage, with Music, 
one of Cage’s key works, is remarkably similar to Mirra’s 65 instants in terms 
of process. Cage explained:

I tell one story a minute, and, when it’s a short one, I have to spread it out. Later on 
when I come to a long one, I have to speak as rapidly as I can.... The continuity of the 
ninety stories was not planned. I simply made a list of all the stories I could think of 
and checked them off as I wrote them.8

 Language in Mirra’s work is employed strategically and systematically 
to bring up ideas both visual and aural. Almost all of the titles of the sixty-five 
instants consist of two words, “third” being one of them. Some titles may 
reference the original use of a pallet: Drifted third, Sinking third, Moving third; 
some name specific people: [Ad] Reinhardt third, [Dainin] Katagiri third, S.B. 
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[Samuel Beckett] third; still others reference Buddhist notions: Empty third, 
Present third, Kinhin third; and some simply name their material: Third cedar, 
Third aspen, Third oak. After deciding the title for each plank, Mirra types it 
onto a length of 16mm cotton banding twice: once to be applied to the back  
of the plank, and once to comprise what ultimately becomes a continuous 
poem. For this, the short lengths of fabric are sewn together to form a twelve-
foot-long band of text, the order of which is the key to the placement of the 
planks. The process of typing each word on a manual typewriter allows each 
letter to have a sound and a motion, while assigning a title actualizes or  
completes each sculpture. 
 The ideologically reductivist notion of naming is found in the Diamond 
Sutra: “all these molecules are not really such; they are called ‘molecules’ ...  
a world is not really a world; it is called ‘a world.’”9 In other words, nothing is 
really anything; it is merely referred to as such. Mirra’s sixty-five instants can 
be called paintings, sculptures, works, or planks. Their existence or impor-
tance as objects is derived from the process by which they were made and the 
intended prolongation of moments that they contain.
 The poem resulting from the assembled titles can also be seen in the 
context of the writings of Jackson Mac Low, who, like Cage, studied with D. T. 
Suzuki, and who remains a committed Buddhist. The similarity is striking in 
5th Light Poem and 2nd Piece for George Brecht to Perform Tho Others May 
Also Unless He Doesn’t Want Them To—13 June 1962: 

Among the kinds of light that might be seen now 
might be 
arc-light 
watch-light light  
. . . . . . . . . .  
Jack-0’-lantern light 
water lights 
jack-light light 
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refracted light 
altar light 
Corona-cluster light 
magic lantern light 
ice-sky light 
clear grey light 
iridescence 
natural light 
infra-red light10 

The repetition of the word “light” here emphasizes difference, the varieties of 
possibilities regarding the projection of light. In Mirra’s work, the use of “third” 
seems to speak at once to similarity and comparability or relativity. 
 One of the primary references for the use of the word “third” throughout 
65 instants is Pragmatist philosopher C. S. Peirce’s concept of “thirdness,” here 
considered in relation to the Buddhist notion of the middle way. The middle way 
is the principle that infuses the entire corpus of moral teachings in Buddhism. 
Thirdness perhaps can be considered as similar to the concept of beginner’s 
mind; it is described by Peirce as “the mode of being of that which is such as it 
is, in bringing a second and third in relation to each other. Thirdness is the basic 
mode of all being; secondness and firstness are derivatives.”11 Peirce wrote: 

By the third, I mean the medium or connecting bond between the absolute first 
and last. The beginning is the first, the end second, the middle third ... Continuity 
represents Thirdness almost to perfection ... Moderation is a kind of Thirdness; the 
positive degree of an adjective is first, the superlative second, the comparative third 
... Sympathy, flesh and blood, that by which I feel my neighbor's feelings, is third.”12 

The third, then, as described by Peirce, is related to compassion and consider-
ation, as is the beginner’s mind. 
 In addition to the variety of philosophical and literary practices that influ-
ence her work, Mirra also draws on art historical vocabularies of Minimalism 
and Conceptualism. Visually, her surfaces have an affinity with the encaustic 
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surfaces of Brice Marden’s split canvases. The formal strategies that charac-
terize Marden’s paintings—a preoccupation with rectangular formats and  
the repeated use of a muted, extremely individualized palette—also apply  
to Mirra’s approach. Importantly, Marden has described these early works as 
highly emotional and subjective, despite their apparent lack of referentiality.13 
Another intentional intellectual and aesthetic influence is Ad Reinhardt, whose 
black paintings contain both emptiness and everything. 
 The viewer of Mirra’s work can reference a diverse network of ideas or 
come to it with a fresh, uncultivated perspective. Expertise is unnecessary. 
Mirra’s approach, uncommon in contemporary life and art practice, is itself 
motivated by compassion and consideration for humanity and the world  
at large. The process of creating 65 instants is an attempt by the artist to  
expand an instant and subsequently compress that instant into an object.  
It reverberates within this place of momentness. As opposed to being a  
starting or ending place, it is of the middle way, it is a third.

Heidi Zuckerman Jacobson 
Phyllis Wattis MATRIX Curator
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